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Purposeful Coaching: 
Accountable for Accountability 
Jonathan Lindahl 
jonathan_lindahl@hotmail.com 

 

We’ve all seen it while watching games as just fans in the stands.  A center loses a face-off and 

immediately chases the puck.  Then we see the same center do it again a few shifts later.  And then 

again.  Eventually, we shake our head and wonder when he’ll ever stop doing it.  Instead, what we really 

should be wondering is when the coach is going to make sure that it stops. 

It’s easy to say that players need to be accountable for their actions.  However, ultimately, it’s the 

coaches who are accountable for making that happens.  

At its core, our instructional job as coaches consists of three layers: 

1. Assessment – We need to be in constant search for aspects of play, individually and team-wide, 

that need adjustment/correction. 

 

2. Teaching & Correction – We then need to explain to our players what we are seeing and the 

rationale for why it needs to change.  They don’t just need to know what to do; they need to be 

taught why they need to do it that way - versus perhaps the ways that their natural instincts or 

habits lead them.  We also need to work with them through instruction and repetition to make 

sure that they are capable of at least attempting to execute what we are asking of them. 

 

3. Accountability (Enforcement) – Finally, we need to make sure that our players are held 

responsible for doing what we’ve instructed them to do.  I don’t know if this is necessarily the 

hardest part (the teaching & correction portion can be painstakingly difficult); however, it is 

definitely a tedious and often frustrating one.  Regardless, I’d argue that it’s the task where we 

as coaches most often fall way short. 
 

Utilizing the example from earlier of the center always chasing the puck after a lost draw:  After noticing 

he is doing this - and after explaining to him why it’s wrong and what he should do instead - we must 

make sure that if he continues to do it the incorrect way, there will be consequences.  Of course, each of 

us has to develop our own style for how we hold our players accountable, but the basics of it can be 

fairly universal.  

It starts with a simple reminder.  “Remember what we discussed on that? 
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Then it moves to more of a disciplinary reminder.  “We’ve talked about this!  You understand what I want 

you to do there, right?  Ok, then I gotta start seeing it.  Let’s go!!” 

And if we’re still not seeing results, it progresses to something like, “Hey!  Do you really think I’d waste 

my time and energy on something that’s not important!  No?  Ok then, start doing it - or you’re gonna 

sit!!” 

Then of course, if you see it again, you sit him.  Maybe just a token shift, maybe even for a period.  Or 

perhaps you demote him to a lower line or take away key or specialty-team time.  Much of it will depend 

on how frequently an opportunity for execution presents itself.  If it’s something like chasing or not 

chasing a lost draw, you might be able to observe that action/decision once a shift, so you can sit him for 

a shift or two and then be able to reevaluate soon afterwards.  However, if it’s something like taking bad 

penalties, you may need to sit him for several shifts or more in order to make the punishment match the 

relative magnitude – and simply because you’re likely not going to get an opportunity to see corrected 

behavior immediately afterwards anyways. 

 

Also, I need to address three key points that some of you might be wondering about as you read through 

all this: 

First – “But this idea of accountability applies only to older players, right?”  Wrong.  One of our key jobs 

as coaches is to teach our players how to think and act like athletes.  We do that because we believe that 

being an athlete provides valuable training for the real world - just like as parents when we establish 

responsibilities for our young kids and define consequences if they don’t meet them.  Granted, we parent 

7-yr-olds differently from 17-yr-olds, and we need to coach Mites and Squirts differently from high 

schoolers.  But if we are going to teach young players certain aspects of the game - and most 

importantly, teach them how to learn and behave as athletes - then we need to find ways to hold them 

accountable.  Yes, accountability for a Squirt B2 will look different than for a Bantam AA.  However, I 

challenge you to consider that it may not be as different as you assume it should be. 

Second – “But don’t girls need to be handled entirely differently.”  Differently? -Perhaps somewhat.  

Entirely differently? -Absolutely not.  This could be an entire column of its own, but real briefly - one of 

my biggest frustrations as a coach and observer of the game is that institutionally (whether from team to 

team, within Wayzata Hockey, or within the broader domain of Minnesota/USA Hockey) we tend to have 

bigger deltas than we should in how we coach our girls vs. our boys. Yes, there are inherent differences, 

and as coaches, we need to be in tune with when and where those are truly relevant; however, I think 

we’re really missing the boat when it comes to accountability.  Perhaps there are aspects on the margins 

where nuances of accountability should be managed differently between the genders; however, when it’s 
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all said and done, we are doing an injustice to our girls and to the game - individually and collectively - 

when we don’t hold them equally responsible for aspects of their play. 

Third – “But I’m worried that my players won’t like me, and even worse, they won’t have fun.”  Back to 

my point earlier about getting our players to think and act like athletes:  In an intense and physical sport 

like hockey, ultimately you have the most fun when you find success.  And those successes are achieved 

when you and your team are able to battle through adversities and failures.  Maybe it’s the Junior Gold 

winger averting a late-game goal on a hard backcheck after his coach has been on him about that 

recently.  Or maybe it’s simply the Intermediate Mite finally pulling off a forward-to-backward transition 

to her left after her coach has been on her about not always favoring her more comfortable side.  There 

are big and little nuggets like these hidden all over, and it’s our job as coaches to demand that our player 

not just look for, but also dig to uncover them.  If that involves some tough love, some purposeful yelling 

and screaming, and some harsh and uncomfortable discipline along the way – so be it.  Whether they are 

fully conscious of it or not at the time, kids of all ages love success.  And ultimately, they respect those 

who help them find it.  If you clearly let them know why you are doing what you’re doing, and they feel 

and know that you have their best interests at heart, you will not have to worry at all about how you’re 

viewed in their eyes. 

 

Not to delve into a great deal of detail, but below are aspects of the game that we should pay special 

attention to as we head through the “dog days” of the season.  I can guarantee that we’ll all be able to 

find room for improvement in every one of these areas. 

A. Center chasing puck after lost face-off:  (From earlier example).  Unless you have a weird 

system that calls for this, it simply shouldn’t happen.  Centers must stick to their opposing center 

after a lost face-off.  Especially critical in the defensive zone. 

 

B. D hitting shins from point:  Defensemen must get the puck past shot blockers.  Not doing so is 

turnover-costly and kills offensive zone rhythm.  Need to emphasize lateral movement and/or 

alternative puck-placement options. 

 

C. Running around D Zone:  The D zone needs to be thoughtfully and calmly managed.  Aggressive 

play to take away net-font opportunities or time-and-space along perimeter is essential, but mindless, 

unnecessary motion gets defenders out of position and is the primary reason for DZ ineffectiveness. 

 

D. Goalies not playing puck:  Goalies have to be aggressive leaving the net to play the puck.  Being 

passive and lazy hurts the team, as well as individual development.  

 

E. D letting things behind them:  Defensemen must not let players regularly get behind them.  

Whether it’s giving up odd-man rushes or getting sucked too far up-ice in the D or neutral zones, 

defensemen can’t lose sight of existing or imminent risks behind or alongside them.  (Tunnel vision is 

a key issue in this regard).  No matter what she accomplishes or produces offensively, a player 

simply cannot be an effective D if she is constantly losing net-side position. 
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F. Sloppy passing:  Technique should be addressed, but bad passing is almost always a mental issue.  

Intensity needs to be increased. 

 

G. Not presenting well to the puck:  Are wingers consistently doing J-hooks when rolling towards 

the boards?  Are players away from the puck always staying chest-towards-it during receiving routes.  

Are off-hand receivers presenting sticks clearly in front of them for backhand targets?  When these 

things are not done, it becomes extremely difficult to be an effective passing team. 

 

H. Turnovers at offensive blue line:  This kills on both sides of the O blue.  Smart puck management 

is key in this area especially. 

 

I. OZ/bad penalties:  Any offensive zone penalty should be especially scrutinized, and even those in 

other areas of the ice are often the result of reckless or selfish play/attitude.  Many, if not most, can 

be avoided by getting legs moving and not relying so much on stickwork.  Lack of finesse; lack of 

effort; lack of discipline.  

 

J. PUFF failures:  “Possession Until Favorable or Forced.”  We need to build teams that excel at puck 

possession.  But the key to possessing the puck wisely includes being able to quickly move it when 

there’s a more productive/favorable option - or putting it into a safer area when we are being forced 

into turnover risk.  Not maintaining the puck when it makes sense to keep it, and not getting rid of it 

when it’s best to do so, are equally detrimental.  My primary pet peeve:  If there’s an open teammate 

up-ice, get them the puck right away (even if you have open ice in front of you) and then bust butt 

to join them.  Not doing so, bogs everything down and reduces offensive flow and tempo. 

 

There’s nothing complicated or revolutionary regarding any of the above items.  However, I’d argue they 

comprise a clear top ten list for what we as coaches should be paying special attention to the rest of the 

season.  Given that they each have a very high mental component to them, they are all highly-

leverageable.  And if we spend intense and focused practice time on each of them and get our players to 

understand and buy-into proper execution, we will definitely see significant improvement in performance 

and results.  But as for anything mental, the biggest variable will be how much accountability we can 

expect from our players.  And the answer for that depends ultimately on us as coaches.  

 

-Jonathan 

Jonathan Lindahl has been a member of the Wayzata Youth Hockey Association since 2001 when his oldest 

of four started in the program.  He is a USA Hockey Level 5 and MSHSL certified coach, and over 16 

seasons head-coached 21 WYHA teams across all boys’ age-levels, from Mites to Junior Gold, as well as 

girls’ 10U-A and 12U-A.  He has coached in eight state tournaments and six state championship games.  In 

a 24-month stretch ending in March 2016, his three Jr. Gold A teams played a total of 14 overtime periods 

across three state championship games versus Edina - culminating just a week later in an overtime victory 
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versus the Hornets in the title game of the 20-team USA Hockey National High School Tournament in 

suburban Washington D.C.  Jonathan was a long-time member of WYHA’s Player Development Committee 

and was the 2015 recipient of the Robert S. McNamara Award for “longstanding, unselfish contribution to 

the Wayzata Youth Hockey Association.”  He has a passion for writing about coaching philosophies, 

strategies, and tactics. 


